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POLIC:LESs IoROCV)UEEs nisproMENIS laq

MLUATION QF TEM..:ER .ARE: ADKINISTRATOR PERFORMkNCE-

MMES./ OF PROBLEMS AND PROMISES PI EVALIMTION

tIP MAME AND ADKNthMTOR PERFORMNCE ON TIT JOB

AdmInistrators and boards of education generally have had difficulty in

adequately or efficiently appraising professional performance of teachers ind

adminintrative personnel in education. Specifically, administratorn and

superintendents have not given suffic5ent attention or time-to the t;ok of

improving instruction through upgrading teacher and administrator perforoance

'on the job. EVen In systems which ..ave expended intensive effort in in-service

educati^,- Individualized approaches have not been taken after individual

,t4)rais3l0 AS with the general approach to education of children and youth,

most efforts have been with the groups or masses rather than the individual.

F6r decades professionals have given lip service to the notion t"

educational leader, be he administrator or supervisor or coordimitor, should

give a major portion of his attention to working with teachers to Improve

ilistruction Serioua observance of the dictum has been given only in the

breech and seldom in the follow-through to success on target. Some of the

reasons are clear. The supervisory tasks of observation, analysis of strengths

and weaknesses, conference, and prescriptions of remediation by joint agreement

ere very difficult professional processes: and particularly when troublesome

personal as -well as professional relations ere involved.

'Poo often avoidance seem temporarily to be the less painful course

of action for the administrator, and in part for the teacher. This course
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of action sadly leads to little or no effort to improve teacher or adminis-

rator performance and u.3c,, often re.collts in capricious, arbitrary, or

discriminatory non-renewal or dismissal of the teacher or administrator without

due process notice of weaknesses and professional assistance-to overcome

deficiencies.

Most-appraisal procedures and instruments have been inadequate and highly

subjective and have been administered under an assumption that.the superior

somehow possessed thc required competence to make the correct judgment,

usually without involvement of the cvaluatee in the process through self-

appraisal, wht...n the evaluatee perhaps best knows his strengths and weaknesses

and could adequately state his professional need for help ifinvited to do so

in an open, relatively threat-free climate, Such climate Can be created brill

by the superordinate with a helpful attitude and through due process admin-
,

istrativo and board policies and practices well known to all.

It is interesting to note that many administrators .1d ' icher ke

the !position that teacher and a6;:-.inisttator perfomance is too involved and

complicated to measure and rank, while teachers have ranked students by speciff

grades throUth the ye., s P-Ith equally complicated and unreliable evidence.

EJucators have c:me to a time when advocates of accountability and courts

of 1a1 arc.1 demandIng n valuation system for all personnel and the use of

objective criteria judgment. (It will be noted later that the c)urts'

eritera are aot generally .7,bflective i the sense of research definition in

educat )n, so that th=, cour.7s are o more successful than educators in

.arrivi:,,G at "objective criteria, nor Less successful, generally.) In the

faceof these demands lare majority of school systems have no evaluation

procedutes established and in use, or have.hlirriediy devised systems generate
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under.court. order or.thxough fear of litigation following demotions or non-

renewals, Reduction of staff in face of Alse of private schools or freedom

of choice or consolidation plen.s Las bome a real problem without an

establiehed, defensible eValuation system.

There is little choice now but to develop, with full staff participation

and acceptance, a defensible'evaluation process. No one-would claim the process

asy readily available, and all authorities would agree that the prOcess will

.require the major portion of the attention of the evaluator at a time when

student coatrol and dialogue with a pluralistic community make increastng

demands upon the administrator. The public and boards.of education generally

hilve not recognized the imperative need for additional supervisory or

administrative personnel to meet the increasing responsibilities. Assistance

must .be provided. Teachers generally have nortrecomized the need, perhaps

largelj beceus so far they hive not had the professional.support they need

on the job, and feel they would not have it even if more supervisory personnel

were added. Central office administrative and supervisory personnel have not

been highly visible in most schools.

Thexe must be an agreement on the policies, procedures, and instruments

to be used in the evaluation process. The instruments must be as objective

hs possible and struld measure the behavior of the performer in the classroom

and outside in the ways behavior can be observed or known. Behavioral

evidences in the degree observable or otherwise known help define a standard

they describe and therefore make in some degree "objective" the "subjective."

.
The behaviors must be b.ased on a description of teaching assumed to be

excellent or desirable, and such assumptions rest upon a philosophy of teaching

and learning process, No evaluation system will meet the demands of the times
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unless purposes, learning objectives, enabling objectives and experiences

are defined and teacher behavior is re.lated to these definitions, and finally,

to student behaviors; in cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.

While the decisions of courts of law are overriding, the usual processes

due the individual in "fair play" are crucial, Although alluded to above; a

more thol.ough treatmeilt of process in evaluation, action, and decision-making

must now be presented.

Early involvement of the evaluatee in orientation to the process, early

observation, self-evaluation, supnvisor evaluation, and meeting of minds in

conference on weaknesses to be overcome and strengths to be retained in

improvement of instruction or administl:ation must be achieved, After initial

appre 1 there must be continuing communication and use of resource personnel

and administrator assistance in helping the performer to improve instruction.

Early notice and agreemant o'n improvements to be made is-the most important

part of due process--prior notice of specifics and assistance in improvement.

Constant feedback is essential to the personal and professional emotional.'

health of the evaluatee and the evaluator, for neither can be comfortable

without timely assessment of "how we are doing." The "we" is important.

Following this process is the need for a more thorough interim assessment,

some two or more months before the asLiessment which.is basis for administrative

recommendation on continuing status. The above approaches should Onii must

lead to a more accountable educational process.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF EVALUATION CF

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL IN EDI:CATION

General

Civil rights of teachers and administratOrsv as well as those of students,
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have been asserted by courts of law in this halrf-ceatury'of due process. No

longer are professional personnel in education iudged to be. serving in such

a "sensitive area" (term used in the U. S. Supreme dourt decision of Adler

in 1952; now r..cwersed in Keyishian by the same court) as to demand leaving

their individual civil rights "at the schoolhouse gate.;' Rights of freedom

of speech and political association and participation unqer the First

Amendment have been protected. The right to e:zercise the Fifth Amendment

privilege not to testify against oneseif has been defended by courts of law

as well as the guarantee of due proce.ss of law under the same amendment as

applied not only to federal actionials -.Dui/ to action of the state under the

provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment. Academic freedom has been greatlm

expanded by court decisions since the mid-fifties. It thus becomes important

for the ltlior to know not only the procedural rights of teachers and other

subordinatas in the profession, butthe substantive constitutional rights

as well.

Professional personnel in education were improperly dismissed in the

mid-fifties and into the sixties for plea of the Fifth Amendment.privilege.

They were uniformly reinstated by both federal and state courts .(for eNample,

Slochower 9 350 U. S. 551. Lowenstein 35 N. J. 2d 94). When a state-widern-

evaluation system had been established and a superimtendent twisted the plea

of the Fifth Amendment to mean "incompetency" and deficiency in "civic

responsibility; appreciation and ideals" and the bord refused to hear testimony

designed to prove competency and proper civic responsibility and appreciation

and ideals and the teachers were dismissed, the courts ordered reinstatement

(for example -Board of Education of Philadelphia v Intille. 401 Pn 1';
.1.nva..rwreae.W
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DruP Process and Probattonarv or Annual Contract Teachers and Administrators
-16,1111&,..

Although the decisions are divided on the.question of due process

rights of probationary and annual contract teachers; there are enough cases

in which courts have required notice of specific charges and full due process

hearing to make non-renewal hazardous for any board of education unless there

is established an evaluation-procedure to support board action by thorough

documentation. The case of Roth Ls a good example (a2th v. Board of Rq.Ents.;

310 F. Suo. 972jjW. D. Wisconsin, 19707). Roth was a faculty member at

Wisconsin State University at Oshkosh in 1968-69, He Lad been critical of

the administration. On January 30, 1969, he received written notice of

intended non-election for 1969-70, No reasons were given. Hearing vas not

mentldned. ,He entered suit in the federal district court, alleging that the

cause of his non-election WRS the expression of his opinions, and further that

the decision to non-elect vas made under standards which were not ascertainable.

The court held that procedural safeguards were necessary and that certain

substantive rights belonEed 'even to a non-tenured teacher, the right not to_

be terminated for unconstitutional or arbitrary reaaons The court balanced

the interest of the University against the interest of the teacher to determine

what due process hearing: might be required and said:

Wo interest ef the University is directly served by a regime in
which a decision not to ret*in a newcomer may be made upon a basis
wholly without support in fact or by a decision upon a wholly
unreasoned basis (at 979).

The court found the teacher's interest in avoiding non-renewal was

considerable, as seen in the words of the court:

flt 7 is realistic to conclude that non-retention by one uni-
versity or college creates concrete and practical difficulties for
a professor in his subsequent academic career (at 979).

8
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The reasoning of the court best presents sate possible trend:

To expose Ithe teacher) to nen-reeentlon becanse the deciding
authority is utterly mistaken about a specific point of fect, such
as whether a particular event occurred, is unjust. T6 expose him
to non-retention on a basis wholly without reason, whether subtle
or otherwise, is unjust , . [T] he balancing test . . compels
the conclusion that under the due process clause of.theyourteenth
Amendment the decision not to retain a professor employed by a
state university may notyest on a basis wholly unsupported in fact,
or o a basLs wholly without reason (at 979).

The holding of the court sets the required standard:

LalieinIum procedural due erocess includee a statement of ehe
reasons why the university intends not to retain the professor,
notice of a hearing at which he may respond to the stated reasons,
and a hearing if the professor appears at the appointed time and
place (at 980).

The decision in Roth has been upheld in an unreported decision by

the Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, by a 2-1 vote. This court

affirmed the tight of non-tenured teachers to both a prior statement of

specific reasons for non-renewal and a heari,ng.

A contrary decision was reached in Orr v. Trinter in the Sixth Circuit

Court of Appeals in June, 1971, reversing the district court (Orr v.

Trinter, 444 F. 2d 123 [1971D.

The teacher was notified that he, a non'-tenured, probationary teacher,

mould not be recommended for re-election. He asked for statement of charges

and a hearing but failed to claim that non-renewal was a result of his exercise

of constitutional rig.,:an The comrt affirmed that the teacher could not

have been non-renewed for exercise of his right to free speech, privilege

against self-incrimination, and denial of rights of due process and equal

protecin:on of the law. The plaintiff asserted that mere denial of eharges

and hearing was denial of due process. In absence of claimed constitetionally

impermissible reasons,'the covrt held:

9
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VA hold that the failure to give a reason for the refusal
to.rehire, or to grant a hearing :in connection therewith, standing
alone, is not Constitutionally impermissible conduct on the
part of the board of education (at 135).

Feauson v. Thomas et al., 430 F. 2d 832 (5th Circuit,* June 23, 1970) is

an interesting case, Ferguson was a teacher in Prairie View A & M College

which employs on an annual contract basis, either for nine or twelve months,

Renewals were made on recommendations of senior staff, members, the dean, and

college president, with official action by the Board of Directois.

During the course of the year the president gava a list of fifteen guide-

lines to Ferguson and in conference asked him to state.any objections he might

have, subsequently, near the end of the year, the president notified the

instructor in writing that his contract would not be renewed, stating three

specific reasons. The instructor asked for a hearing before the board

and requested that his department chairman and the dean he Present. At the

board meeting the instructor appeared, buc the dean and chairman did not.

The president read the charges against the professor. The instructor alleged

that he bad been terminated for exercise of First Amendment rights. The

board merely directed that the president and the president of the university

system decide the matter and so notified the teacher in writing.

The federal distrl:ct court found that there was no tenure, that the

guidelines notified.plaintfff of deficiencies or causes, and that plaintiff

had due process in the proceedings.

The cyarcuit court established a concept of "expectation of reemployment"

in tfie following words:

. [A] college can create an obligation as between itself
and an instructor where none might otherwise exist under the legal
standards for the interpretation of contract relationships regularly

1 0
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.applied to transactions in the market place if it adopts regulations
or standards of practice governing no-a-tenured employees which create
an expectation of reemploymentjae 856).

The court ruled that this was the situation in this case and set forth

the due proceas standards to.be met:

notice oi specific causes;

2, notice of names of witnesses against him and the.nature of their
testimony;

3. a hearing with opportunity to defend against charges before an
impartial body with some expertise in academic affairs (at 856).

The court noted the sensitivity of separatien through non-renewal

aad said that it was not necessary in initial notice to do more than state

. that the employee was being non-renewed for cause. After indication of the

intent of the employee to contest the action, the procedures detailed above

would be tequired.

In the present case the court found that the procedure fell short of the

requirments, in that the board did not hear witnesses plaintiff had requested,

no transcript of the meeting was kept, and no findinge of fact were reached,

The'plaintiff's allegation of the constituticnelly .knermissible cause,

exercise of First Amendment rights, was not proved or disproved.

While in the inste:nt case the infirmity of the administrative hearing

was remedied by the district court by hearing the two witnesses requested

by plaintiff, with finding of fact and conclusions of law supporting the

separation, the court signiflcantly concluded that the proper body to

make judgment on teaching performance is an administrative body, and that

courts, normally, should determine the procedural adequacy of the adminis-

trative body.
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IThe court elearly expected full pxocedural due process to be provided in

the administrative hearing in cases oZ ."expectation of reemployment"SA

related case is that of Sindermanny...2214et al, 430 F. 2d 939 (5th Circuit,

August 10, 1970). Sindermann was a teacher in Odessa College and president of

the Texas Junior College Teachers Associatioi_. The latter office c'.used am

to 1-2 away from classes at iies N fu r 1 .As openly ad,rocating the

elee.tion of the junf-r college to foureyee atus, in conflict wieh the

position of the board of regents.

Sindermann wao notified by the president in writing that the board of

tegents had approved the president recommendation of

renewal.

The instructor filed suit in the federal district

the real cause of non-renewal was his exercise of First

free speech. The lower court on motion disposed of the

judgment. The circuit court found the summary judgment

termination by non- .

court alleging that

Amendment rights of

case by summary

inappropriate

in that the only affidavits filed were ty plaintiff and he stood ready to

offer evidence supporting his claim of constitutionnlly impermissible cause.

The circuit court raised the question of "expectation of reemployment"

in that Odessa College has no tenure but had a paragraph in the Faculty Guide

stating that the college administration wanted its employees to consider that

they have permanent employment phile their services and relations with

colleagues and superiors are satisfactory.

Fred v. Board of Public Instruction, 415 F. 2d 851 (5th Cir., 1969)

is similar to Sindermann. Two teachers in a Dade County junior college were

not re-elected to what would have been their first year on tenure after

probation. No causes were stated and the teachers filed suit in the federal
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district court alleging constitutionally Imperadesible reasons, in that one

teacher bad in class urged more campus freedom, while the other bad exerted

leedership in the te'achers' association during the teachel e1ative

cOnflict in Florida in 1967-68. The summary judgment for't1 bee. Va(

revered and the matter returned fareevidentiary hearing on t T,,esti. of

constitutionally impermissible causes.

A contrasting case is one from the First Circuit Court of .14.:

Drown.v. Portsmouth School District No. 7667 (December, 1970). :Own 172:s

a teacher completing the third year of probation and would have ene tc

tenure if re-elected. Plaintiff rent into the federal district court and

alleged violation of due process in denial of statement of charges and hearing,

On apPeal the First Circuit Court of Appeals balanced the 'interest of the

teacher against the interests of the school system and reasoned that providing

rather specific reasons was not a great burden upon the board of education.

On the other hand, the teacher would be under a cloud if the reasons were not

provided. If specific reasons ',Jere given, the teacher might well have

improved opportunity for employment in another system) if, for instance,

the reason was that the teacher was too innovative or liberal in political

or social views. At least the teacher would have an opportunity to defend

against the reasons before a prospective employer. The balancing test

required the board to provide specific reasons.

On the question of right of hearing, the court reasoned that to require

boarqs of education to conduct hearing5 for all non-tenure teaelaers ,?'ho were

not renwed would be an undue burden, and that there was no ra:on te require

an administrative hearing in such cases, because, if the tea-her had evidence

of a constitutionallo impermissible cause, the federal courts woeld t*e _13

jurisdiction, If there was evidence of bad faith, state courts were available
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The court specificaliy differed with the Fifth Circuit holdings in

Peruson and Sindermann and the concept of "expectation of reemployment,"

and held that while specific reasons wnuld be required, hearing would not

in such ,eases be nandatory.

InToddar. v, Y.suagstpn State Univer.sa:y, No. C 72-227.(N.D. Ohioe April

8, A973) a federal district iudi;e found that where a university president

notified an assistant professor that his contract would not bjlrenewed and

refused to furnish a statement of reasons, arhitrarnness and capriciousness

were evident. The court enjoined the.university's action until specific reasons

were ful:nished and a hearing was conducted providing opportunity for the

teacher to contest the charges,

in this confused division of the federal circuit courts of appeal as well

as the federal district courts, the U. S. Supreme Couit has granted certiorari

in the case of aay v. Sindermano 39 U. S1. L. W. 3549, (June 14, 1971).

Petition for certiorari has been the U. S. Supreme Ccurt in Drown

IS-524"-
v. Portsmouth cited previously. Ttf h.ód nhet the question of the rights

A

of probationary and annual contract teachers will be resolved in a reasonably

short time.

The central purpose in citing the cases in this section is to show by

preponderance of evidence that it is advisable, if not essential, in observance

of due process to iden ify weaknesses and'strengths in teacher and administrator

performance early in employment, to involve the individual in self-assessment

and to provide supervisory assistance in bringing performance to an acceptable

level if possible. Whether the Roth or Drown answer to the question of the right

of hearing is correct in case of probationary or annual contract non-renewal,

it is likely that specific reasons at least will be required. To have less

thann2 full evaluation process in operation isle!:
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legally foolhardy nd for the prlmary purpose of t improvement of teaching

and administration is professionally inadeqt:ate.

What Courts Have Said .2p.fz.cificall7 About Evaluation

In Virginia in 1966 two all-',Jlack schools were phased out and the

students were assigiged to formerly allrwhite choo1s1 In absence of

staff integration seven Negro teachers were advised that they were not

needed and were released through non-renewal. They brought suit alleging

discrimination and lack of equal protection of the law when they were

released, while eight white teachers were employed. Aehieving only

preferred ev.ployment consideration in the federal district court, they

appealed to the U. S. Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit. That court

noted the absence of an evaluation system allowing comparison of all teachers

in the district and comparison with.applicmts.

The court directed reemployment in padttons for which they were

qualified. The Negro teachere were not to be compared with white teachers

in the system or with applicants (Franklin v. County School )3oard of Giles

Cvntx, 360 F. 2d 325 (1966]).

The leading case in the Fourth Circuit is the case of Wall V.

Stan1y_22.11/ti (378 F. '2d 275 (1967]). There a Negro teacher of more than

ten years of service, who held a mastero degree and had an excellent

record in an annual contract district which had no evaluation system,

was released when a fieedom of choice plan was implemented. She had been

recommended by her principal for the nest year (1965-66). The board

re-elected her, but imposed a contingency, provided there was a vacancy

in her school. The state allocated money on the basis of enrollment
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throughout the system and without regard to school or race. The *local board,

La segregated staff situation, considered staff .requirements in. the Negro s:-.hoc

the formerly whiteschool separately and found no position for the teache7,

while employing fifty additional teachers for the forme.tly,ail-whiLe school.

The court's words are clear: I .

The premise of such A position is that Mrs. Wall was not employed
as a teacher in Stanly County but:as a Nepro teacher in a %..ro
school. Such a premise is unlaw'ful. It is repugnant to the

r FoUrteenth Amendment.)Emphasis supplied by the Court at page 2771.

The court awarded damages and moving costs and directed placement of Wall

on a list of applicants for 1.967-68. If she preferred to be considered, slie

would objectIvely be compared with all other teachers in the .system. If she

was not employed, the (E.strict court would require good faith evidence of.a'ction

w.thout regard to race. A system-wide evaluation process was clearly required.

Tell et. al. v. Pitt County Bogrd of EdUction (272 F. Supp. 703 F19617)

is a case in which a federal district court ordered a System to review all

personnel.practices and listed non-racial crlteria to be used in evaluation:

I. Educational background and qualifications, including degrees;

2. Experience in teaching;

3. 'Performance on qualification tests;

4. Personality;

5. Age;

6. General appearance;

7. Attitudes;

8. Reputation;

.9. Recommendations.

The court dire,-.ted that such criteria be used in determining retention,

promotion, demotion or dismissal. In an annual contract situation the court

16
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rekluired that a teacher be notified of specific charges and be granted a hearing

In separation. Full due process seems clear in an annual contract system

An evaluation system is.c/early demanded.

hen a freedom of choice plan resulted in reduction of positions in

,
formerly all Negro schools and Negro non7tenured teachers were compared'

with other non-tenured Negro teachers as applicants for the remaining

positions, there was clear discrimination in separation of Negro teachers.

The court called for objective standards to be used in comparison

of'all teachers and suggested possible criteria: "personality, reputation,,

physical defects, manner of speech, love of children, cooperability,

dieciplinary ability, general appraisal, philosophy, general appearance,

attitude, optimism, age-group interests, sense of humor, and parent-teacher

reaction"*. Injunction was granted with direction that the system develop or

have developed "within 90 days a set of objective standards for approval of the

district court" (ibid.). The teachers ware ordered reinstated to their positions.

One cannot help noting the subjectivity of such standards as the following in

absence of definition: per_s9nality, reputation, phil2sozhy, attitude, optimism.

But the Court mandate is for an evaluation process in separation of probationary

teachers in a tenure system (Rolfe v. County Board of Education of Lincoln

Couhliya_Tennessee, 391 F. 2d 77 [1968)).

Two teachers in Louisiana had been elected to the third and lase year cf

probation in a tenure system in the spring of 1969. An integration plan

implemented iu he fall caused a reduction in the need for two teachers, after

a comparison of probationary teachers in the former school, but not with all

*See De Vaughn, "Teacher Employment, Legal Aspects: Separation and
Demotion," in the Kaas1922511.A.g Education, Vol. 9, p. 29, New York:
Macmillan and The Free Press, 1971).

17
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teachers in the system. The two .teachers were released after refusing assign-

ment to a one-room echool slxty miles out of town, EvIdence in a federal

district court disclosed that neither teacher had ever been informed of any

deficiencies even as late as spring of 1969. The court ordered reinstatement,

reasoning that the teachers should have been compared with all teacherd la the

system rather than with teacfters'in their own school only /Williams v. Kimbroueh,

295 F. SupP. 578 i-1969 I). Again an evaluation system was not. established and

was required.

A similar decision had been reached by the U. S. Fourth Circuit Court.ofn

Appeals in North Carolina Asseciation v. Asheboro City Board of Education,.

393 F. 2d 736 /-1963 7). Students in grades 7-12 of a Negro unit school of

grade's 1-12-were to be moved to a formerly all-white school. An analysis of

teacher needs was made in the spring. The principal of the all-Negro school

attempted an evaluation of teacher-performance for the year 1964-65, blet made

comparisons of the Negro teachers at the Negro school with all white teachers and

all applicants. As a result, ten Negro teachers were not needed for the fall

and were so notified jn May, 1965

The U. S. Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the comparison of the

ten teachers, with asspmed satisfactory service in absence of an evaluation

process, with applicants was denial of due process, for the same was not 6one in

the case of white teachers. The Court invoLed Well and ordered reinstatement of

certain of the teachers by name and ordered placement of others on a preferred

employment list, grarairg damages to all.

A federal district court in Arkansas found discrimination in the release of

a Negro teacher when a white teacher with the same qualifications, but with

less experience, was empeoyed, and when a Negro principal was released without

comparison with others in his field. Reinstatement was ordered
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Board.of Education of DuVall's 31uff School District No, 1, Ark., 309 f. Sum).
+Cern" flWcn &fl 00-*,

,
1220 / 1969_/).

FA2aitton v. Jadkson nuaLcIpal Separace School District (419 F. 2d 1211
Sap

I-5th Circuit, 1970.:.7) is the controlling case in the Fifth Circuit and served

to bring reorganization of school systems throughout the circuit and most

forcefully mandated an evalua-tion process before actionS.in reduction of staff,

dismissal, and demotion. Limitations or restrictions are even imposed upon

recruitment. The holding applied to "principals, teachers, teacher-aides, or other

professional staff employed by Fa 7 school district" (at 12 8). This-decision0.1 1.1M1A

was leached by all the federal judges in the c:rcuit in December, 1969, with

joined cases from most of the states in,the circuit.

*With regard to evaluation the court said:

Prior to . a reduction rof staff 7, the school board-will
ilevelop or require the deyelopiasnt of nonracial objective criteria
to be used in selecting the Staff member who is to be dismissed or
demoted, These criteria shall ha available for public inspection
and shall be reta;.ned by the school (!istrict. The school district
also shall record and preserve itLe. evaluad.on of staff members
under the criteria. Such evaluation shall be made ovailaisie
to the dismissed or demoted employee (at 1210.

"Demotion" was defined as an assignment with less pay or responsibility

or one requiring lesser degree of skill, or assignment in a position other than

one for which he is ceitified or one in which he has had experience in the

previous five years.

The judges of the courts had with Sinsleton gone the long route to define

the human conditions which were required as a result of Brown, except for

Charlotte and the transportation confrontations, and boards of education and

administrators had no choice but to develop or have developed an evalur .on

process and instruments providing reasonable nondiscriminatory procedures and

instruments in evaluation of all personnel,

. 19
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APPROACH. TO AN EVALUATION PROCESS

AND INSTRUMENT DOIELOMENT

general

A Defensive View.. From the discussion of problems and'promises in

evaluation and the court cases in. preceding sections of this.paper, it.is

clear that "fair play" oi '. due process requires prior knowledge, of all the

evaluatees and the evaluators, of the policies, procedures, aid processes,

as well as understanding of the instruments to be used. Flope.:ully not only

is understanding required, but agreement of all concerned is to be sought,'

at least on a consent basis. Self-evaivation as well as evaluation by the

superior is believed ideally to be a part of the procesi, with appeatto the
. ,

next higher administrative officer or a professional review committee and/or'

a reviewing officer as an essential in the procedure. In face of the evidence

presented in the court cases, it ia at present necessary to provide a hearing

by an ulbiased body, unleSs Drown is found to be the ruling procedure. And

'even then it perhaps would be well to ha-;c a hearing at the local level to

establish a firm basis for administrative decision adverse to the professional

teacher or administrator, particularly if a constitu,tional question is raised.

A Positive Views If a positive view is the main thrust of the evaluative

process, as is urged throughout the discussion, policy formulations, and

development of instruments, then all efforts should be directed toward

improving the performance of the professional teacher or administrator.

Initial Assessment

Orientation. Either the defensive or positive approach should begin'

with orientation of evaluatees and evaluators, as well as reviewing officials,

of the policy, procedures and instruments, with copies published to all.

20
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Early'Observation. After orientation early visitation and observation

ahould follow for all personnel. The beginner and those previously identified

as needing assistance and so notified should be observed first for a length

of time or the number of repeated times needed to establish a judged reasonable

basis for completion of the evaluation instrument by the evaluator, incre-

pendently. Th evaluatee shoiald also independently complete the evaluation

instruinent

-
Conference. A conference should be arranged between the evaluatee and

the evaluator with the purpose of resolving agreement on strengths and

weaknesses and rank assignel on each standard. A cooperative, helpful

approach is the aim, with discussion to help the evaluator to gain new

insights and understandings of the evaluatee's objectives, unobserved or

unknown actions and rationale, and to disclose insights the evaluator may

have. All of this is with the purpoSe of resolving understanding and

agreement on each professional standard and "job task" to be set for the year

in professional improvement.

Additional Personnel in Assessment. If in initial assessment or later

it is felt by the evaluator or evaluatee that there is trouble or possible

disagreement, an outside or ceotral office observer should be invited to

make an evaluation, with full knowledge of the evaluatee.

ContinuinaAuraisal. After agreements have been resolved on the

evaluation and 'job tasks" have been accepted, continuous appraisal should

be communicated in a supportive wjq, assessing progress made toward job
,t4a,

task accomplishment and general improvement, with forthright.recognition

of failures as well, while giving the professienal assistance personally

and through resource personnel in improvement.
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interim Evaluation

An interim evaluation should be coriducted in the same manner at least

two or three months before the final evaluation which is used as the basis

for recommendation for continuing employment, reassignment, or promotion.

The interim evaluation should primarily focus on an assessment of progress

on weaknesses 3dentified in the.initial assessment. At this time the evaluator

should indicate to the evaluatee his intended recommendaiion on.current

evaluative data, with clear directives as to improvements to be made by the

time of final evaluation if recommendation for continued employment is to

be made. Professional assistance should be extended in a positive way.

It must be observed that the interim evaluation could be eliminated

ferr continuing teachers or administrators judged to be at levels of

performance satisfactory or better, but all would be evaluatei in the final

period, with the full process.

% L.

Final Evaluation

All personnel would be 'evaluated prior to.the date mardated by statutes,

by .the same process, with right of appeal as previouely discussed.

A general review has been presented of the main.elements of an evaluation

process Au overview of problems and promises was peesented as general

background known to most, but with some detail to highlight problems in

personal and professional relations as well as in the legal aspects.

The legal aspects of evaivaeion of teacher and administrator per-

formance proved to be the heavy burden of this paper because cf realistic

constraints imposed by courts of law in a time ef due process. Some

arguments currently heard carry the thesis that too much concern has been given
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"to the rights of the individual, Such arguments are as old as the republic

with little viability if the doctrine is to prevail which holds that the

republie fares well when the individual is given the'opportunity for full

potential development, rather than the doctrine that the indiVidual exists

and serves for the welfare of the state or some ruling claSs.of that stete.

Only those who would carry "lAw and order" to the point of controlling the

direction of the individual toward som definition of a "desirable social

order of those with power to define" would disagree with affirmed constitu-

tional rights, of the individual in movement toward a liberated society.

The legal rights peesented are part of due process today, and adminis-

trators must learn to deal with that reality. The rights of.annual contracil

and probationary professionals are etill being debated and litigated, but

it is aesumed that any 'turnearound" will not be drastic enough tfe reduce

the obligation of boards and superintendents and presidents of institutions

of higher education to provide due process in personnel administration.

The due process policy and proceduros seetion meethe demands of courts

of Laie and fair play expected of responseble hoelds of education or regents

and execetives of the educational iestitutions in America. Policy and procedures

providing less due process tmuld not be in keeping with the best traditions of

the republic.
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